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"THERE'S A BURNING BUSH NEAR YOU" 
 (Exodus 3:1-12) 

© 2018 Rev. Dr. Brian E. Germano 

[PROP NEEDED: (1) Tiki Torch filled with lighter fluid (2) Lighter] 
[McKendree UMC.; 11-11-18] 

--I-- 

1.   Read Text: Exodus 3:1-12 and Pray. 

2. According to statistics from the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection,  
 2018 has been one of the worst years for wildfires in that state's recorded history. 

 A--As of October 31, a total of 7,295 fires burned over 1.5 million acres (nearly 4000  
      square miles), causing nearly $3 billion in property damage, and forcing hundreds of  
      thousands of persons to vacate their homes at least temporarily.  1

 B--And -- closer to home -- you may also remember similarly devastating wildfires over  
      the last few years that left parts of north Georgia, N.C., and Gatlinburg, TN in ruins. 

 C--And the amazing thing about many of these blazes is that if it wasn't difficult enough  
      for the firefighters to fight the fires themselves, they & law enforcement officials also  
      occasionally had to contend with sightseers who hoped to catch glimpses of some of  
      these massive infernos. 

3.         So, it begs the question: what is it about fire that is so attractive that people would leave 
 their homes and jobs and places of safety in order to go see these? It's almost as if fire has  
 some sort of mysterious "calling" power in it. 

 A--Of course, if you've ever built a campfire, or gathered around a bon-fire at a school 
      pep rally or somewhere else, you know what I'm talking about:  for whatever reason,  
      there's something about fire that attracts and calls to us. 

 B--So it's not surprising that in today's scripture, we find God using fire to call an  
      ordinary man to an extraordinary task. 

4.         Now, most of us have grown up learning at least some part of Moses' story:... 

 A--How he was born the outlawed son of Hebrew slaves, raised by Pharaoh's daughter, & 
      later flees Egypt fearing his life after killing an Egyptian he sees beating a Hebrew. 

 B--He eventually settles down in the land of Midian (nearly 300 miles away) as an 
       itinerant shepherd, marrying the daughter of a pagan Midianite priest. 

 C--And it's here that we encounter him in our story today. 
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5.         Verses 1-2 of today's text tell us that he was out "keeping the flock of his father-in-law 
 Jethro... beyond the wilderness," when an "angel of the Lord appeared to him in a flame  
 of fire out of a bush... [that] was not consumed..." 

 A--Now, a lot of speculation has been made about this "burning bush": 

  1--Was it really on fire? Or did its foliage merely reflect sunlight in such a way, or 
       have a certain color, that made it appear to be on fire? 

  2--Well, in the end, this story is not really about the nature or cause of the burning 
       bush one way or another, but more properly on how God used this experience 
        to call an ordinary man (Moses) to an extraordinary task (leading God's 
        people out of bondage in Egypt). 

 B--And I believe that this story is not only a story about God's call to Moses, but to every  
      person of faith, as well (including us today!). 

  1--[GRAB TORCH...] I believe its a story that says that if we'll open the eyes of  
      our spirits, we'll see very clearly that all around, there are "burning bushes"  
      near each one of us today... 

  2--[LIGHT TORCH and hold aloft for a time...] ..."Burning Bushes" which 
       mysteriously attract and call to us today, just as they did to Moses long ago, 
       about what God would have us do in our world. 

6.         Now, not all "burning bushes" are miraculous or dramatic -- we don't all have to hear an  
 audible voice or see a 900-foot-tall Jesus to sense God speaking to us. 

 A--But I believe that there are several characteristics that all "burning bushes" from God 
      have, whether they're dramatic and miraculous, OR common and ordinary. 

 B--And I want us to look at at least three today. [SET TORCH IN STAND] 

--II-- 

7. First of all, God's "burning bushes" for our lives are often UNEXPECTED -- that is, 
they're extraordinary calls that often meet us in the ordinary experiences of life. 

A--Consider Moses: when all this happened, he was out in the fields tending sheep, doing  
     his usual daily chores -- he wasn't out looking for God, or for a religious experience. 

  
1--In like fashion, when you all came to church today, most of you weren't  
     expecting me to light a tiki torch, either -- you were just here for your regular  
     Sunday routine, right? 
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2--But that's the point, isn't it?  ...God's "burning bushes" for our lives tend to find  
    US right smack in the middle of our ordinary, busy routines at home, in our 
     jobs, schools, and even our church life. 

B--They're not usually things we go looking for, but things that find us along our paths.  2

1--For example, I believe that that sometimes includes God using tragedies and  
    challenging situations in life to get our attention so He can speak to us. 

2--Now, God doesn't cause these things, but just as he did with the burning bush,  
    He often redeems and uses them as "wake-up" calls so we'll be more receptive 
    to hearing Him speak.  3

  3--You may remember me saying several months ago that when my wife Trish & 
        I first learned about her breast cancer back in 2006, it was quite unexpected.   

  4--And yet, God used her surgery, treatments, and recovery as a wake up call to 
      remind us all of the preciousness of life and of our family relationships. 

8. Yet, not only are God's "burning bushes" unexpected, but they're also usually 
 UNCOMFORTABLE -- that is: they often call us out of our comfort zones to something  
 that's not easy.  

A--For some of you, having this lighted torch in the Sanctuary makes you uncomfortable  
      and nervous -- but that's what "burning bushes" do! 

1--Remember that Moses had fled Egypt in fear of his life, and when we find him  
    in this story, he'd lived a life of ease and comfort as a shepherd with his new  
    home and family among the Midianite people for the last 40 years! 

2--In other words, when this happened, he was in his retirement years (60+ old),  
    and I'm sure that he wasn't exactly ecstatic about the prospect of leaving his life  
    of comfort to go back to Egypt & lead the Hebrews out of slavery. 

B--I remember when I first heard my call to be a pastor in the ordained ministry, it felt 
     very uncomfortable because I knew I'd have to give some things to answer it. 

1--I knew I'd have to give up going where I wanted to go, living where I wanted  
     to live, so that my Bishop could appoint me where he or she felt I was needed. 

2--Trish and I knew we'd probably have to give up our children making any  
     long-lasting friendships at school, since U.Methodist preaches move around. 

3-And yet, for the sake of answering GOD'S call, Moses was willing to give up  
    his own comfort (and so were we) -- not easily or without struggle, but to do it  
    nonetheless. That's the way it usually is with God's "burning bushes."  
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9. A final characteristic of God's "burning bushes" is that they're almost always   

UNQUENCHABLE - meaning... they don't go away easily -- they're persistent! 

A--Remember that in this story, the fire wasn't a dramatic flash of light, but was instead a  
     steady, slow-burning flame that never consumed the bush. 

1--You know, some of the hottest & most powerful fires in the universe (stars) are 
    like that: they burn at millions of degrees, deep within, & slowly over time.  4

2--And in my experience, that's the way God's "burning bushes" are, as well --
    they aren't always dramatic or miraculous (though they can be), but more often 
    take the form of deep, slow burning "gut" feelings that just won't go way. 

3--...Perhaps like the mysterious attraction calling some of you watch this torch  
    instead of listening to me! :-) 

B--I've found that when God wants us to do something, His call is kind of like those trick 
     birthday candles that you think you've gotten blown out, but then "miraculously" (and 
     even frustratingly) keep coming back after you blow them out.  5

--III-- 

10. So, what is it that's your "burning bush"? What is the "Calling" or "Vision" or "Dream" 
that's God's placed on your heart? 

 A--Is it a calling to start or facilitate a new small group? help with our children's or youth  
      ministries?  consider a call to the ordained ministry?  participate in one of our church's  
      mission trips or opportunities? help with Family Promise?  

B--Whatever it is, if it's truly from God, then it's something that will be Unexpected, 
     Uncomfortable, and also Unquenchable.  6

C--But when  you and I not only identify it, but also answer it, we'll experience less 
     frustration and stress, and more joy, blessing and fulfillment in life.  7

11. [PRAYER: "O God, thank you that you didn't just create us to exist in this world, but for our 
lives to have purpose and meaning.  Thank you that you planted within each of our hearts a 
specific Calling that helps achieve that purpose and meaning, and that you give us longings and 
desires so that we can discern and claim those Callings from you.  Remind us that all of our 
seeking ultimately leads us to you, our Creator and Redeemer, and that through the power of your 
Holy Spirit we can achieve our fullest potential as men, women, children and youth for you.  We 
thank you for the "goal" of heaven in each of our lives, and how our Callings from you help us get 
there.  In the name of Jesus we pray, Amen."] 
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ENDNOTES: 

  Read more about these fires here: https://www.usatoday.com/pages/interactives/news/california-wildfires-1

carr-fire-data/, https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/08/why-this-years-wildfires-have-been-so-
ferocious/567215/, and at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2018_California_wildfires.

  Verse 4 says that "When the Lord saw that [Moses] had turned aside to see, [then} God called to him out 2

of the bush."  In other words, God used the burning bush merely as a tool to get Moses' attention so that 
Moses would listen when He (God) spoke.  Moses, of course, wasn't expecting the "burning bush" OR God's 
voice to come from it.

  Perhaps you've heard it before: "Sometimes the only way we'll look up is when we're flat on our back."3

  Consider the sun in our own solar system: it burns at nearly 28 million degrees Fahrenheit at its core, 4

and although it has already burned at this temperature for nearly 4.5 billion years, it will do so slowly and 
"peacefully" for another 5 billion years or so, before it depletes its hydrogen resources.

  I'm not saying that we can't say "No" to God's call. We can. But a true call of God on your life is hard to 5

get away from.  An announcement in a church bulletin once read: "Attention: Last person to leave the 
Sanctuary, please extinguish the eternal flame" -- think about it... you'll eventually get the humor!  
Throughout biblical history, people have tried to extinguish, ignore, and run away from the "eternal 
flames" and the "burning bushes" of life: Moses tried by giving excuses; Jonah tried by getting on a boat 
bound for the other side of the known world; before his conversion, St. Paul tried by hunting down and 
executing Christians; I tried by making a deal with God that I'd be a "Christian attorney"if He'd leave me 
alone about this "ordained ministry" thing.  But since God's "burning bushes" are unquenchable, it 
eventually catches up to us and His loving ways prompt us to respond affirmatively.

  Put another way: what are you most passionate about?  What brings you the most excitement and joy?  6

Where is it that you would most like to make a difference?  Doing what?

  TWO WORDS OF CAUTION: (1) recognizing God's dream for our lives always involves our 7

feelings and emotions, which do always easily follow God's will and way.  As such, we need to be sure 
that the dreams we feel called towards are consistent with the will of God.  After all, genuine dreams and 
goals from God for our lives will never contradict His word in the Bible; (2) sometimes people will ask "If 
I've discovered God's dream for my life, should I quit my job to go do it full time?" Sometimes "Yes."  But 
most of the time, a person's work/career merely supports or subsidizes our dream, rather than replacing it.
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